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ABSTRACT

This paper considers the design of Transmit Pulse Shapes
such that after transmission through a dispersive channel,
the distorted pulse at the receiver fits in a prescribed tem-
plate. The norm of the transmit pulse is minimized so as to
reduce the effect of cross-talk at the receiver end. This de-
sign problem is formulated as a Quadratic Programming
problem with affine functional inequality constraints. In
practice, errors in the implementation of the optimal filter
cause the received pulse to violate the template con-
straints. We present a robust formulation which incorpo-
rate the uncertainties to ensure that the constraints are
satisfied even in the presence of implementation errors.
This technique is applied to determine the transmit pulse
shape to be programmed on a Siemens FALC54, a T1 Line
Interface Unit.

1    INTRODUCTION

The FALC54 is a Siemens IC for Communications used as
a Framing and Line Interface unit for PCM30 and PCM24.
It provides a very flexible way to create a custom wave-
form. Each pulse is partitioned into four subpulses of
equal support as shown in Figure 1. The levels of the sub-
pulses can be adjusted to achieve a desired shape. For an
overview of how the levels of the transmit pulse shape can
be programmed on the FALC54 see [1].

In this paper, we are concerned with the problem of deter-
mining the shape of transmit pulse such that the distorted
pulse at the receiver fits into a prescribed template. These
pulse templates are found in telecommunication standards
such as ANSI, CCITT [2], [3]. For example the pulse tem-
plate specified by ANSI T1.403 for 772 kHz is shown in
Figure 2.

The configuration in Figure 3 depicts the situation where
the pulse  is transmitted over the dispersive linear time
invariant channel . The output is a distorted pulse given
by the convolution , which may be further cor-
rupted by additive noise. To conform with performance
standards the noiseless pulse  is required to fit in a cer-
tain mask or template for all time instances in a specified
set  i.e.

where  are the respective lower and upper boundaries
of the template. Examples of pulse templates can be found
in [1], [2], [3].
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Figure  1. Partition of pulse support

Figure  2. ANSI T1.403 for T1 -1.544 Mb/s
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In practice, implementation uncertainties such as quantiza-
tion of the pulse levels due to finite word length and volt-
age offsets means that the optimal pulse shape cannot be
implemented exactly. Consequently, the template con-
straints on the received pulse will be violated. We address
this issue by presenting a robust formulation which incor-
porates the uncertainties to ensure that the constraints are
satisfied even in the presence of implementation errors.

2    PROBLEM FORMULATION

Among the feasible transmit pulse shapes, we choose one
which has the least energy. The rationale of this is to re-
duce the effect of cross-talk on other channels. Since we
are minimizing the pulse energy, it makes sense to pose
the optimization problem over the space  of finite ener-
gy signals. Hence the problem can be stated as

 (P.1)

where  denotes convolution,  and
.

Although the motivating application of Section 1 involves
the particular transmit pulse shape generated by the
FALC54, the formulation (P.1) covers more general pulse
shapes. This problem is a quadratic programming prob-
lem with affine inequality constraints. Since the cost func-
tional is strictly convex and the constraints are convex, the
solution is unique if there exists one.

In certain applications, e.g. FALC54, the transmit pulses
can be characterized by some -dimensional vector of pa-
rameters  as follows

(1)

where  is a vector contain-
ing  linearly independent elements of .

A pulse  generated from a FALC54 can be modeled by
(1) with , , where  denotes a
rectangular pulse with support , and  denotes
the level of the th subpulse. Pulses of this form can also
be generated by PM4314 QDSX (  in this case). The
shape of the transmit and received pulses are thus uniquely
characterized by the vector  of subpulse levels.

The pulse shaping problem can be stated in terms of the
vector  of pulse parameters as follows

 (P.1a)

where  is a matrix with entries  and
, i.e. .

This is a Semi-Infinite Programming (SIP) problem with
strictly convex quadratic cost. For works on application of
SIP to filter design see [4]-[11] and references therein.

In constrained optimization problems, the optimal solution
 invariably lies on the boundary of the feasible set, con-

sequently any perturbation on the optimal solution would
cause the constraints to be violated. Implementation er-
rors means that the actual pulse shape achieved differs
from the intended value because of finite word length or
rounding and voltage offsets. Hence we cannot guarantee
that the resulting received pulse fits into the template as in-
tended in the design.

One approach is to force the solution into the interior of
the feasible region using the regularization technique of
[10] by providing a guard band on the template. However,
the relationship between the guard band and the imple-
mentation uncertainty was not addressed. The question
that needs to be addressed is how would the guard band be
chosen to guarantee that the specifications are met in the
presence of implementation error.

We assume that the implementation uncertainty is bounded
and that the bounds are known a priory in the following
sense; for a given pulse shape , actual implementations
within  of , (where  is bounded) can be achieved.
More concisely, any implementation of the transmit pulse

 belongs to the set

,

where the partial ordering on  is defined by  if
 for all  in their common support.

To achieve robustness to implementation error, we seek
those  such that for any element  within the neighbor-
hood ,  stays inside the template. This way,
we can guarantee that the specifications are met (despite
implementation errors). The actual implementation  of
the optimal robust pulse  (note the distinction in nota-
tion between the optimal solution  of P.1) is not known
exactly. The cost function at  may be larger or smaller
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Figure  3. Pre- shaping of pulse
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than that of , but resulting received pulse still stays in-
side the given template.

The description of the feasible region in terms of the set
 of possible implementations is adequate for char-

acterizing the problem but it is not useful for computation-
al purposes. To determine if a pulse  is feasible, one
would need to compute the channel’s response to each of
the transmit pulse in the set . There is no standard
numerical techniques for handling problems with con-
straints of this form. The following mathematical result
[12] allows the constraint to be written in a more tractable
form.

Lemma 1. Suppose  and  are Banach spaces and
each ,  is equipped with a partial ordering

, for all real-valued . Let
 and  be two linear operators de-

fined respectively by

 and

Then, for a given positive ,

 iff .

Let  denotes the space of continuous function on the in-
terval . Identifying  by , and us-
ing Lemma 1, we have

 iff .

Hence, the pulse shape design problem with implementa-
tion uncertainty can be equivalently stated as the following
standard constrained problem

 (P.2)

This problem has the same form as problem (P.1). Thus to
ensure robustness to implementation errors, we effectively
tighten the template by . Of course if the implemen-
tation uncertainty  is too large, the template is tightened
beyond what would admit a feasible solution. We can de-
termine from the implementation uncertainty  whether
the robustness can be achieved. For instance if there exists
an interval where , then there is no feasi-
ble solution. The converse is not necessarily true.

Similarly, the robust version of the finite dimensional
problem (P.1a) is

 (P.2a)

From an numerical view point problems (P.2a) and (P.1a)
are Semi-Infinite Programs (SIPs) with quadratic cost and
affine constraints. For works on application of SIP to filter
design see [4]-[11] and references therein.

3    DESIGN EXAMPLE

In this section, we present an practical example to illus-
trate the usefulness of the proposed method. Our design
problem involves the pulse template specified by ANSI
T1.403 for T1 i.e. 772 kHz (see [1]). PCM30 and PCM24
are usually transmitted over twisted pair copper cables.
These cables have an attenuation characteristic that fol-
lows an approximate  law. For a cable of length , the
frequency response can be modeled as

.

Our design is for a length of cable which has an attenua-
tion of  at the DS1 rate , (i.e.

).

At this value of attenuation a transmit pulse which fits into
the T1 template (see Figure 5) will be considerably distort-
ed such that it is not always possible for the received pulse
to also fit in the T1 template by a simple scaling. Using 4
subpulses i.e. , we compare the design solutions of
the formulation (P.1a) and the robust formulation (P.2a).
A note on notation: when we say the transmit pulse , we
mean the transmit pulse characterized by the vector  of
subpulse levels.

Table 1: Subpulse levels for n = 4.

Solving (P.1a) yields the optimal transmit pulse  whose
entries are shown in the first row of Table 1. Figure 4 plots
the perturbed transmit pulses  which are within

 of  and Figure 5 plots the corre-
sponding received pulses. Although the channel response
to  stays within the T1 template, the channel responses
to the perturbations  of  violates the constraints as
shown in Figure 5.
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Figure  4. Transmit Pulses - without robustness



Solving (P.2a) yields the optimal robust transmit pulse ,
whose entries are shown in the second row of Table 1. This
approach ensures that each perturbation  within  of
the , also satisfies the mask constraints. This is verified
by Figures 6 and 7 which plot the perturbed transmit puls-
es and their corresponding channel responses. The price
for robustness is a 9% increase in the transmit pulse ener-
gy.

4    CONCLUSIONS

Proposed in this paper is a technique to design transmit
pulse such that after transmission, the distorted pulse at the
receiver fits in a prescribed template, while minimizing the
effect of cross-talks. Robustness to implementation uncer-
tainty has been addressed by imposing a more stringent
constraint which can be derived from the bound on the im-
plementation uncertainty. Consequently, for any pulse sat-
isfying the resulting constraints, all implementations
within the uncertainty bound would satisfy the original
constraints. The design of the transmit pulse on the Sie-
mens FALC54 have demonstrated successful application
of the proposed technique.
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Figure  5. Received Pulses - without robustness
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Figure  6. Transmit Pulse - with robustness constraint
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Figure  7. Received Pulse - with robustness constraint


